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Objective

Driven by a fervent passion for innovation and creativity, I am a highly motivated individual with a strong proficiency in C++,
C, and web technologies. I have a proven track record of resolving 700+ Data Structure challenges. Now, I am eagerly seeking
impactful opportunities to apply my skills and contribute to innovative software projects that push the boundaries of
technology and drive meaningful change.

Education

Indian Institute of Information Technology Dharwad, Karnataka 2020 - Present
Bachelor of technology ( Computer science and engineering ) CPI: 6.74

Projects

Trendy Timber E-commerce Website (View) Dec. - Jan. 2024
Html , Css , Java-script ,Vue.js ,Node.js , Bootstrap ,Git Solo

• Crafted a modern furniture website with Home, Shop, Product, Blogs, About, Contact, Login, Profile, Settings,
Favorites, Cart, and streamlined checkout Pages for enhanced user engagement and easy navigation.

• Crafted an impressive UI with captivating animations, appealing color combinations, and attention to detail, ensuring an
engaging and visually stunning user experience.

• Implemented contact form API integration enabling real-time email notifications and efficient customer communication,
boosting satisfaction and engagement.

Tourist Guide Web. App. (View) Aug.-2023
Html , CSS , Javascript, Figma ,React , Git Solo

• Developed and deployed a comprehensive website for a wildlife photographer and tourist guide, hosted on GoDaddy and
attracting a substantial audience.

• Implemented real-time features including home, about, gallery, places, blogs, contact, booking, and review pages

• Integrated with Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube for dynamic content display, ensuring real-time updates and
engagement.

Experience

Talent serve pvt. ltd. June - Aug. (2023)
Softwear engineer intern Remote (INDIA)

• Worked remotely as an SDE intern, contributing to diverse projects and gaining hands-on experience in various aspects
of software development.

• Developed and enhanced skills in programming languages, algorithms, and data structures through practical application
in a real-world development setting.

• Collaborated with cross-functional teams remotely, showcasing effective communication and teamwork skills to achieve
project goals.

Skills

Languages: C++(Proficient) , C , JavaScript ,Python(Intermediate) , Html , Css .
Fram work/Databse: React JS ,Vue.js ,Bootstrap ,Tailwindcss, Vite ,Mongo DB , MySQL , SQL, Django , MySql .
Tools: Visual studio , Git ,Figma , Bootstrap , MS office ,Adobe Photoshop , Adobe premiere pro , Canva , Figma .
Soft-skills: Collaboration, Communication, Planning, Teamwork, Time Management, Leadership.
Coding-Profile: Leetcode , Geeks for Geeks , Github .

Achievement and Extra-Curricular Activities
• Accomplished the resolution of more then 700 complex Data Structure challenges on leading platforms such as
LeetCode and GeeksforGeeks and , showcasing a strong commitment to problem-solving and technical proficiency.

• SecuredNCC ’B’ Certificate through rigorous training and exceptional performance, demonstrating discipline, leadership,
and commitment to excellence during the camp.

• Secured rank in top 1% all over the world in Round A of Google Code Jam (Farewell Round)

• Senior member of Inquisitive Quiz club of the college. Conducted and managed several inter and intra colleges quiz
competitions.

• Played an active role in organizing many college events, showcasing effective teamwork, event management, and
leadership skills.
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